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Abstract
The type IIA superstring partition function ZIIA on the euclidean at-
tractor geometry AdS2 × S2 × CY3, computes the modified elliptic genus
ZBH of the associated black hole. The hybrid formalism of superstrings
defined as a conformally invariant sigma model on the coset supermanifold
PSU(1, 1|2)/U(1) × U(1), together with Calabi-Yau and chiral boson CFTs,
is used to calculate ZIIA. The sigma model action on AdS2 × S2 is explic-
itly written in U(1) × U(1) invariant variables. The N = 2 generators of
AdS2 × S2 × CY3 are enlarged and embedded in an N = 4 topological alge-
bra. The world sheet superconformal invariance is then used to construct a
nilpotent BRST operator, in contrast to the kappa symmetry analysis used by
Beasely et. al. in hep-th/0608021. The sigma model action is explicitly shown
to be closed under this BRST operator. Localization arguments are then used
to deform the world sheet path integral with the addition of a BRST exact
term, where, contributions arise only from the center of AdS2 and, the north
and south poles of S2. This leads to the OSV result ZBH = ZIIA = |Ztop|2,
where |Ztop|2 is the square of the topological string partition function.
1 Introduction
In [1], OSV (Ooguri, Strominger and Vafa) conjectured a relationship of the form:
ZBH = |Ztop|2 (1)
where ZBH is the (indexed) entropy of four dimensional BPS black holes in Type II
Calabi-Yau compactifications and Ztop is the square of topological string partition
function evaluated at the attractor point on the associated Calabi-Yau. One way
to view the relationship is to think of it as an asymptotic expansion in the limit of
large black hole charges. In this limit, ZBH receives all order perturbative contribu-
tions from the F-term corrections in the low energy effective action of the N = 2
supergravity. For the Type IIA superstrings on Calabi-Yau three folds, these are of
the general form: ∫
d4xd4θ(WαβW
αβ)gFg(X
Λ). (2)
where XΛ are the vector multiplet fields and the Weyl Superfield W αβ, involves the
graviphoton field strength and the Weyl tensor. These F-term corrections are in
turn captured by the topological string amplitudes Fg [2, 3]. Together, with the
fact that the BPS black hole entropy gets corrected in the presence of these terms
via attractor mechanism [4]-[9], and that the supergravity partition function defines
a mixed thermodynamic ensemble, provides the link (1) [1]. Several refinements of
the relationship (1) have been suggested in literature [10]-[27].
In particular, in [28], an M-theory lift was used to calculate the black hole partition
function at low temperatures as a dilute-gas sum over BPS wrapped membranes in
AdS3 × S2 × CY3, via the MSW CFT [29] and agrees with the Gopakumar-Vafa
partition function [30, 31] (see related discussion in [32] ). The relation (1) is then
obtained after doing a modular transformation to go to high temperatures. Further,
in [33] a computation of the black hole partition function without the need for a
modular transformation was presented. In this method, first an M-theory lift of the
IIA attractor geometry leads to a quotient of AdS3 × S2 × CY3, whose asymptotic
boundary is a torus. Then, using AdS3/CFT2 duality, it is shown that the partition
function of IIA theory on the attractor geometry AdS2 × S2 × CY3, denoted as
ZIIA, is equivalent to the partition function of the black hole. Starting from the
euclidean Calabi-Yau attractor geometry for the black hole, carrying D0-D2-D4
charges q0, qA(electric), p
A(magnetic) respectively, it was argued that [33]:
ZIIA(φ
0, φA, pA) = ZBH = TrR(−)F e−
4pi2
φ0
L0−qA
φA
φ0 (3)
1
where φ0, φA are potentials conjugate to the D0-D2 charges. The trace on the right
hand side runs over the black hole microstates computed in the CFT on the boundary
torus dual to the M-theory lift of the IIA attractor geometry. In essence, the black
hole partition function can be evaluated in terms of the type IIA partition function
on AdS2 × S2 × CY3 geometry [34].
In [33], the Green-Schwarz formalism of superstrings was used to set up such a
calculation, based on the general procedure for computing instanton generated su-
perpotential and higher derivative F-terms in the low energy effective action of
string theory [35]. The idea is to evaluate the IIA partition function on euclidean
AdS2 × S2 ×M, in a perturbative string loop expansion, where M is the moduli
space of world-sheet instantons which wrap isolated holomorphic curves inside the
Calabi-Yau. At genus g, the AdS2 × S2 path integral receives contributions from
genus g (anti)instantons which wrap (anti)holomorphic cycles in the Calabi-Yau
and sit at the center of AdS2 and (north)south poles of S
2. The instantons typi-
cally break some supersymmetries and one has to integrate over the resulting zero
modes in the path integral. The analysis of [33] involved regularizing the divergence
coming from such integrals using κ-symmetry (see [36]-[38] for a different approach
and [39]-[41] for recent work). Furthermore, the Calabi-Yau part of the instanton
partition function was assumed to produce the topological string partition function
and using some input from supergravity, the relation (1) was obtained.
The purpose of this paper is to use the hybrid formalism [42] to calculate the parti-
tion function of IIA superstrings on AdS2 × S2 with Ramond-Ramond flux. There
are several advantages of this approach over the Green-Schwarz formalism. First,
the calculation of scattering amplitudes in hybrid formalism can be performed in
a superpoincare´ covariant manner and is relevant for describing d = 4, N = 2
theories. The calculation of superspace low energy effective actions in Calabi-Yau
compactifications and their connection to topological string amplitudes can be de-
rived nicely [43, 44]. Another important reason is that studying string propaga-
tion in Ramond-Ramond backgrounds is in general difficult in the traditional RNS
formalism due to the need to introduce spin fields. In the Green-Schwarz formal-
ism, covariant quantization is problematic, except in light-cone gauge. To address
these perennial issues, several covariant quantization techniques have been devel-
oped over the last few years by Berkovits and collaborators. In ten dimensions,
the pure spinor formalism [45] has led to a remarkable simplification of the calcula-
tion of superstrings loop amplitudes in flat space and their equivalence to the RNS
formalism has been fully demonstrated (see e.g., [46, 47, 48, 49, 50] and the non-
2
minimal approach [51, 52, 53, 54]). The Formulation of the pure spinor superstring
in AdS5 × S5 background [45, 55, 56], following earlier studies on hybrid formalism
in AdS3 × S3 [57, 58] and in AdS2 × S2 [42] backgrounds, is being actively used in
a world-sheet approach to the Maldacena conjecture [59, 60, 61].
There have been innumerable applications of the hybrid formalism of superstrings
in the presence of RR-backgrounds, to list a few, scattering amplitudes in lower
dimensions [44, 62], in obtaining C-deformation [63] from superstrings in gravipho-
ton backgrounds [64], emergence of non(anti)-commutative superspace [65, 66], for
Calabi-Yau compactifications to two dimensions [67] and more recently, in the study
of flux vacua from the world-sheet point of view [68, 69].
We use the formulation of hybrid superstrings in the near horizon geometry of
extremal black holes in four dimensions, presented in [42]. It was shown that,
two-dimensional sigma models based on the coset supermanifold PSU(1,1|2)
U(1)×U(1)
with
Wess-Zumino term, provide an elegant description of superstrings propagating on
AdS2 × S2 background with Ramond-Ramond flux. It is also desirable to have a
world-sheet perspective on our understanding of the derivation of OSV relation (1);
as mentioned earlier, the world-sheet approaches to large N topological string duali-
ties are playing a special role in our understanding of the Maldacena conjecture [61].
For the present case, the connection of low energy F-terms and the topological string
amplitudes can be understood nicely in the hybrid approach [44] (see [70, 71] for
a review). More importantly, in hybrid approach, the dilaton in type II theories,
couples to the N = (2, 2) worldsheet supercurvature via the Fradkin-Tseytlin term
in the action [43]. This has the advantage that the scattering amplitudes have a well
defined dependence on the string coupling constant. This will be important while
trying to get the right factors of topological string coupling in the IIA partition
function.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section-2, we review the hybrid
formalism of superstrings in flat space. In section-3, we discuss the PSU(1,1|2)
U(1)×U(1)
sigma
model and write down the lowest order terms in the AdS2 × S2 background in the
U(1)×U(1) notation, using the expressions for left-invariant currents. In Section-4,
we present various partition functions in AdS2× S2×CY3 related to the black hole
partition function. In Section-5, we present the computation of type IIA partition
function over AdS2 × S2 × CY3 by embedding the theory in N = 4 topological
strings. We provide localization arguments using the BRST method and obtain the
OSV relation.
3
2 Hybrid Formalism of Superstrings
The fundamental definition of N = 2 superconformal theory describing hybrid su-
perstrings in four dimensions is by a field redefinition of N = 1 RNS matter and
ghost variables [70, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76]. The N = 2, c = 6 system obtained after field
redefinition is twisted and splits in to a four dimensional c = −3, N = 2 superconfor-
mal field theory, coupled to an internal six dimensional c = 9, N = 2 superconformal
theory. Now, one can proceed in two ways to define physical states and calculate
scattering amplitudes. The c = 6 N = 2 generators can be untwisted and coupled
to a c = −6, N = 2 ghost system to write down a BRST operator. Another way
is to embed this N = 2 system in small N = 4 algebra and use the N = 4 topo-
logical method, where there is no need to introduce ghost variables. The general
four dimensional and six dimensional actions in arbitrary curved backgrounds with
Ramond-Ramond flux, have been discussed in [43] and [57], respectively. Below, we
review the flat four dimensional case and consider the AdS2 × S2 case in the next
section.
2.1 Flat Space-time
For the case of type IIA superstrings compactified on Calabi-Yau 3-folds, the hybrid
variables are as follows [42]. The four dimensional part consists of four bosonic and
sixteen fermionic spacetime variables given as: Xm for m = 0 to 3 and (θαL, pLα),
(θ¯α˙L, p¯Lα˙) (θ
α
R, pRα), (θ¯R
α˙, p¯Rα˙) where α, α˙ = 1, 2. The six dimensional part has six
bosonic variables Y j , Y¯j for j = 1 to 3 and their associated superpartners, left-
moving fermions (ψjL, ψ¯Lj) and right-moving fermions (ψ
j
R, ψ¯Rj) corresponding to
the Calabi-Yau. Finally, one has a chiral boson ρL and an anti-chiral boson ρR. The
world sheet action corresponding to these fields in the superconformal gauge can be
divided into three parts as:
Sd=4 + SCY + SρL,ρR . (4)
The four dimensional part of the action in flat superspace is:
Sd=4 =
1
α′
∫
dzdz¯
[ 1
2
∂¯Xm∂Xm + pLα∂¯θ
α
L + p¯Lα˙∂¯θ¯
α˙
L + pRα∂θ
α
L + p¯Rα˙∂θ¯
α˙
R
]
, (5)
The Calabi-Yau part is:
SCY =
1
α′
∫
dzdz¯
(
∂¯Y j∂Y¯j + ψ
j
L∂¯ψ¯Lj + ψ
j
R∂¯ψ¯Rj
)
, (6)
4
and SρL,ρR stands for the action of the chiral and anti-chiral bosons. For the present
case, all the world sheet fields satisfy periodic boundary conditions. The free field
OPE’s corresponding to the above action are:
Xm(y)Xn(z)→ −α′ηmn ln |y − z|2,
pLα(y)θ
β
L(z)→
α′δβα
y − z , p¯Lα˙(y)θ¯
β˙
L(z)→
α′δβ˙α˙
y − z ,
pRα(y)θ
β
R(z)→
α′δβα
y¯ − z¯ , p¯Rα˙(y)θ¯
β˙
R(z)→
α′δβ˙α˙
y¯ − z¯ ,
ρL(y)ρL(z)→ − ln(y − z), ρR(y)ρR(z)→ − ln(y¯ − z¯) (7)
The world sheet action (4) is manifestly conformally invariant from the conformal
dimensions of the fields. The action (4) further has an N = 2 superconformal
invariance realized nonlinearly, the left moving generators of which are1:
TL =
1
2
∂Xm∂Xm + pLα∂θ
α
L + p¯Lα˙∂θ¯
α˙
L +
α′
2
∂ρL∂ρL + T
L
CY
G−L =
1√
α′
eρL(dL )
2 +G−LCY
G+L =
1√
α′
e−ρL(d¯L )
2 +G+LCY
JL = α′∂ρL + J
L
CY (8)
where,
dLα = pLα + iσ
m
αα˙θ¯
α˙
L∂Xm −
1
2
(θ¯L)
2∂θLα +
1
4
θLα∂(θ¯L)
2,
d¯Lα˙ = p¯Lα˙ + iσ
m
αα˙θ
α
L∂Xm −
1
2
(θL)
2∂θ¯Lα˙ +
1
4
θ¯Lα˙∂(θL)
2 , (9)
and (dL)
2 means 1
2
ǫαβdLαdLβ. The right-moving N = 2 generators are given as:
TR =
1
2
∂¯Xm∂¯Xm + pRα∂¯θ
α
R + p¯Rα˙∂¯θ¯
α˙
R +
α′
2
∂¯ρR∂¯ρR + T
R
CY
G−R =
1√
α′
eρR(dR )
2 +G+RCY ,
G+R =
1√
α′
e−ρR(d¯R )
2 +G−RCY ,
JR = α′∂¯ρR − JRCY (10)
with,
dRα = pRα + iσ
m
αα˙θ¯
α˙
R∂¯Xm −
1
2
(θ¯R)
2∂¯θRα +
1
4
θRα∂¯(θ¯R)
2,
1The superscripts L,R on various generators stand for left and right-moving parts of the algebra.
When these superscripts are not indicated explicitly, we always mean the left-moving part. We
also adopt the notation |A|2 = ALAR
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d¯Rα˙ = p¯Rα˙ + iσ
m
αα˙θ
α
R∂¯Xm −
1
2
(θR)
2∂¯θ¯Rα˙ +
1
4
θ¯Rα˙∂¯(θR)
2 , (11)
The ± signs on the fermionic generators GL,R represent their U(1) charges with
respect to JL,R. Also, [TL,RCY , G
L,R±
CY , G
L,R±
CY , J
L,R
CY ] are the left and right-moving, N =
2 c = 9 generators describing the Calabi-Yau 3-fold. We have written the left
and right-moving algebras explicitly for the type IIA superstring. The type IIB
generators can be obtained by noting that under mirror symmetry, JRCY → −JRCY ,
resulting in interchange G+RCY → G−RCY . The space-time part remains unaffected by
this change.
The set of operators dLα, d¯Lα˙, as shown in [77], satisfy the algebra:
dLα(y)d¯Lα˙(z)→ 2iα′ΠLαα˙
y − z , dLα(y)dLβ(z)→ reg., d¯Lα˙(y)d¯Lβ˙(z)→ reg., (12)
with similar expressions for the right-moving part. Here,
ΠmL = ∂X
m − i
2
σmαα˙(θ
α
L∂θ¯
α˙
L + θ¯
α˙
L∂θ
α
L) ,Π
m
R = ∂¯X
m − i
2
σmαα˙(θ
α
R∂¯θ¯
α˙
R + θ¯
α˙
R∂¯θ
α
R) , (13)
The operators dLα, d¯Lα˙ also commute with the spacetime supersymmetry generators
of the action:
qLα =
∫
dz QLα where QLα = pLα − iσmαα˙θ¯α˙L∂Xm −
1
4
(θ¯L)
2∂θLα ,
q¯Lα˙ =
∫
dz Q¯Lα˙ where Q¯α˙ = p¯Lα˙ − iσmαα˙θLα∂Xm −
1
4
(θL)
2∂θ¯Lα˙ . (14)
Further, qRα and q¯Rα˙ are obtained by replacing L with R and ∂ with ∂¯. Thus, eqns.
(9) and (14) contain the world-sheet versions of the space-time superspace covariant
derivatives and supersymmetry generators, respectively.
3 Hybrid Formalism in AdS2 × S2
The four dimensional part of the action Sd=4 in eqn. (4), can be replaced with
the world sheet action for the sigma model on AdS2 × S2. Below, we discuss the
AdS2 × S2 model in detail. In [42] it was shown that the two-dimensional sigma
models based on the coset supermanifold PSU(1, 1|2)/U(1)× U(1) can be used to
quantize superstrings on AdS2×S2 in RR-backgrounds. One of the main advantages
of the hybrid approach is that 4D super-poincare´ invariance and the N = 2 target
space-time supersymmetry can be made manifest even in the presence of RR-fields.
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For instance, like in Green-Schwarz formalism, the model has fermions which are
spinors in target space and scalars on the world-sheet allowing a simple treatment
of RR-fields. Second, like in RNS formalism, the action is quadratic in flat-space
allowing for quantization. As mentioned earlier, a first principle definition of the
world-sheet variables in hybrid formalism is through a redefinition of RNS world-
sheet variables. This follows from the fact that any critical N = 1 string can be
embedded in an N = 2 string [73].
For type II superstrings, the four κ-symmetries of the Green-Schwarz action are
replaced by a critical world-sheet N = (2, 2) superconformal invariance. These
local N = 2 superconformal generators are nothing but the twisted RNS world-
sheet generators. The important difference with RNS approach is that the vertex
operators for RR-fields do not have square-root cuts with supersymmetry generators
and there is no need to sum over spin structures on the world-sheet [70].
3.1 AdS2 × S2 Sigma Model
The AdS2 × S2 sigma model action is constructed as a gauged principle chiral
field [78, 42]. Let g(x) ∈ G denote a map from the worldsheet into the super-
group G, with the current J =g−1dg valued in the Lie algebra G. The sigma model
action on the coset space is constructed by gauging a subgroup H , whose Lie algebra
is H0. To construct a string theory on AdS2 × S2, one has to quotient the group
G ≡ PSU(1, 1|2) by (the right action of) bosonic subgroups H ≡ U(1) × U(1).
This subgroup is in fact the invariant locus of a Z4 automorphism, the existence of
which, plays a crucial role in the construction. In effect, a Z4 decomposition of the
PSU(1, 1|2) Lie algebra G can be written as [42]:
G = H0 ⊕H1 ⊕H2 ⊕H3 ,
where the subspace Hk is the eigenspace of the Z4 generator Ω with eigenvalue (i)k.
The subspaces H1 and H3 contain all the fermionic generators of the algebra G and
H0,H2 contain the bosonic generators of G.
The AdS2×S2 sigma model action is a sum of the action on the coset supermanifold
PSU(1, 1|2)/U(1)× U(1) and a Wess-Zumino term and is given as2 [42]:
SAdS2×S2 =
1
πλ2
∫
d2x Str
(
1
2
J2J¯2 +
3
4
J1J¯3 +
1
4
J¯1J3
)
. (15)
2We use the notation, J ≡ Jz, J¯ ≡ Jz¯.
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where the left-invariant currents are given as,
J2 = (g
−1∂g)mTm ,
J1 = (g
−1∂g)αRT
R
α + (g
−1∂g)α˙RT
R
α˙ ,
J3 = (g
−1∂g)αLT
L
α + (g
−1∂g)α˙LT
L
α˙ , (16)
where Tm, T
R,L
α,α˙ denote the PSU(1, 1|2) generators corresponding to translations and
supersymmetry. J¯ ’s can be obtained by replacing ∂ with ∂¯ and Str stands for super-
trace over the PSU(1, 1|2) matrices, the algebra of which is given in eqn. (28). The
action in eqn. (15) has invariance under global PSU(1, 1|2) transformations which
are realized by left-multiplication as δg = (ΣATA)g. There is also an invariance un-
der local U(1)×U(1) gauge transformations, which is realized on g(x, θ) by a right
multiplication as δg = gΣ(x). The supersymmetry transformations (up to a local
Lorentz rotation) of the superspace coordinates are achieved by a global left action
of the superalgebra on the coset superspace, where as the κ-supersymmetry corre-
sponds to a local right action on the same coset superspace. The κ-supersymmetry is
explicitly broken in the present case and is replaced by world-sheet superconformal
invariance [79].
It is useful to write the action by introducing auxiliary fields as:
SAdS2×S2 =
1
α′
∫
d2z
[
1
2
ηcdJ
cJ¯d − 1
4Ngs
δαLβR
(
JαL J¯βR − J¯αLJβR)
− 1
4Ngs
δα˙Lβ˙R
(
J α˙L J¯ β˙R − J¯ α˙LJ β˙R
)
+ dαL J¯
αL + d¯α˙LJ¯
α˙L + dαRJ
αR + d¯α˙RJ
α˙R
+ NgsdαLdβRδ
αLβR +Ngsd¯α˙L d¯β˙Rδ
α˙Lβ˙R
]
. (17)
This form of the action can be obtained by writing the flat space-time action in (5),
in terms of manifestly supersymmetric variables of eqns. (13) and (21), and then
covariantizing in a curved background [42]. Using the following constraint equations,
dαL =
1
Ngs
δαLβR J
βR, dαR = −
1
Ngs
δβLαR J¯
βL, (18)
and performing the scaling,
EcM → (Ngs)−1EcM , EαL,RM , Eα˙L,RM → (Ngs)−
1
2E
αL,R
M , E
α˙L,R
M (19)
one arrives at the action:
SAdS2×S2 =
1
α′N2g2s
∫
d2z
[
1
2
ηcdJ
cJ¯d − 1
4
δαLβR
(
JαL J¯βR + 3J¯αLJβR
)
8
− 1
4
δα˙Lβ˙R
(
J α˙LJ¯ β˙R + 3J¯ α˙LJ β˙R
)]
. (20)
The above PSU(1, 1|2) invariant action can be written in a more familiar form for
type IIA superstrings on AdS2 × S2 with Ramond-Ramond fluxes in a manifestly
space-time supersymmetric manner using the following identifications [42],
Jc ≡ Πc, JαL,R ≡ ΠαL,R , J α˙L,R ≡ Πα˙L,R , (21)
and similarly for J¯ ’s as well. Here, ΠAj = EM
A∂jZ
M , ZM = (Xm, θµL, θ¯
µ˙
L, θ
µ̂
R, θ¯
̂˙µ
R),
supervierbein EM
A and A takes the tangent-superspace values [c, αL, α˙L, αR, α˙R].
The full action is now:
S = SAdS2×S2 + SCY + SρL,ρR . (22)
We now collect the N = 2 generators in this notation:
T = Td=4 + TCY ,
G− = G−d=4 +G
−
CY ,
G+ = G+d=4 +G
+
CY ,
J = Jd=4 + JCY , (23)
where ,
Td=4 = Π
c
z¯Πcz¯ + dαΠ
α
z¯ + d¯α˙Π
α˙
z¯ +
1
2
∂¯ρ∂¯ρ,
G−d=4 = e
ρ(d)2,
G+d=4 = e
−ρ(d¯)2 ,
Jd=4 = ∂¯ρ , (24)
represent the generators of c = −3, N = 2 algebra describing AdS2 × S2, and
TCY = ∂¯Y
j∂¯Y¯j +
1
2
(ψj ∂¯ψ¯j + ψ¯j ∂¯ψ
j) ,
G−CY = ψ
j∂¯Y¯j ,
G+CY = +ψ¯j∂¯Y
j,
JCY = ψ
jψ¯j , (25)
represent the c = 9, N = 2 generators describing the Calabi-Yau 3-fold. The gener-
ators of AdS2 × S2 algebra, given in eqn. (24), are similar to the ones of flat-space
time given eqns. (8) and (10), except for the constraints satisfied by d in eqn.
(18). One can use the equations of motion in (18), to write the four dimensional
generators explicitly in terms of the left-invariant currents. We also note that the
fermionic generators in (24), remain holomorphic even at the quantum level [42].
The generators in eqn. (23) correspond to a c = 6, N = 2 algebra. In section-4, we
topologically twist this algebra and embed it in an N = 4 algebra.
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3.2 AdS2 × S2 Action in U(1)× U(1) Notation
For the localization arguments to be presented in the section-5.3, it will further be
useful to write the action (20) in manner in which the U(1) × U(1) charges are
manifest. This notation is quite useful, as most of the algebraic relations can be
easily obtained just from constructing U(1)×U(1) invariant expressions. The sigma
model on the coset space G/H with the Wess-Zumino term is one-loop conformally
invariant provided that the group G is Ricci flat and H is the fixed locus of a Z4
automorphism of G. For instance, J1 decomposes under H = U(1)× U(1) as3:
J1 ≡ J++R , J−−R , J−+R , J+−R (26)
Now, in terms of the decomposition given in (26), the fermionic generators of the
N = 2 superconformal algebra in AdS2 × S2 can be constructed as [42]:
G−Rd=4 =
∫
dz
(
eρR J++R J
−−
R
)
, G+Rd=4 =
∫
dz
(
e−ρR J+−R J
−+
R
)
(27)
and also the left-moving part involving J3. The transformations of various fields
under these generators are obtained by a global right multiplication of g. Note
that unlike in flat space, the currents have dependence on both holomorphic and
anti-holomorphic coordinates.
Let us start by writing down the PSU(1, 1|2) algebra relations. The generators of the
bosonic subgroup SO(2, 1)×SO(3) areM,T 0, T 0, N, T0 , T0 , where the subscripts
denotes charges under U(1) × U(1). The fermionic generators are T i++, T i−− and
T i+−, T
i
−+ where i, j = L,R. Thus, the relevant relations of the PSU(1, 1|2) algebra
are:
[T 0, T 0] =M, [T0 , T0 ] = N, {T i++, T j+−} = δijT 0,
{T i++, T j−+} = δijT0 , {T i−−, T j+−} = δijT0 , {T i−−, T j−+} = δijT 0,
{T i++, T j−−} = ǫij (N −M) , {T i−+, T j+−} = ǫij (N +M) , (28)
where ǫLR = 1 = −ǫRL. Using the above generators, the action in (20) can be
written as:
SAdS2×S2 =
1
α′N2g2
∫
d2z
[
1
2
(J 0J¯ 0 − J0 J¯0 + J 0J¯ 0 − J0 J¯0 )
3The fermionic generators have appropriate flat space limits; for instance, J++,−− → dα,
J+−,−+ → d¯α˙. We take the ++,−− subscripts to follow from undotted indices of fermions and
+−,−+ indices from dotted ones.
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− 1
4
(
J−−L J¯
++
R + 3J¯
−−
L J
++
R + J
++
L J¯
−−
R + 3J¯
++
L J
−−
R
)
− 1
4
(
J+−L J¯
−+
R + 3J¯
+−
L J
−+
R + J
−+
L J¯
+−
R + 3J¯
−+
L J
+−
R
)]
(29)
This action and its equations of motion are important to the localization arguments
to be presented in section-5.3. Using the variation of a general current J as δJ =
dδX + [J, δX ], we obtain the equations of motion of fermionic currents, following
from (29) as,
∇J¯−−L = 0 , ∇J¯++L = 0 , ∇J¯−+L = 0 , ∇J¯+−L = 0 ,
∇¯J−−R = 0 , ∇¯J++R = 0 , ∇¯J−+R = 0 , ∇¯J+−R = 0 , (30)
where we have only written the equations for covariantly holomorphic and anti-
holomorphic currents. Here, ∇J = ∂J + [J0, J ] with J0 denoting the generators
in the subspace H0 stands for the covariant derivative, and similarly for ∇¯. Using
the parameterization of the group element as g = exp(XT + θLTL + θRTR), the
left-invariant currents are:
J 0 = ∂X 0 +
1
2
(
∂θ++L θ
+−
L + ∂θ
+−
L θ
++
L + L↔ R
)
+ · · · ,
J 0 = ∂X 0 +
1
2
(
∂θ−−L θ
−+
L + ∂θ
−+
L θ
−−
L + L↔ R
)
+ · · · ,
J0 = ∂X0 +
1
2
(
∂θ++L θ
−+
L + ∂θ
−+
L θ
++
L + L↔ R
)
+ · · · ,
J0 = ∂X0 +
1
2
(
∂θ−−L θ
+−
L + ∂θ
+−
L θ
−−
L + L↔ R
)
+ · · · , (31)
and the barred ones can be obtained similarly. The left-handed currents for instance
are:
J++L = ∂θ
++
L +
1
2
(−∂X 0θ−+R + ∂θ−+R X 0 + ∂X0 θ+−R − ∂θ+−R X0 )+ · · · ,
J−−L = ∂θ
−−
L +
1
2
(−∂X 0θ+−R + ∂θ+−R X 0 + ∂X0 θ−+R − ∂θ−+R X0 )+ · · · ,
J+−L = ∂θ
+−
L +
1
2
(
∂X 0θ−−R − ∂θ−−R X 0 − ∂X0 θ++R + ∂θ++R X0
)
+ · · · ,
J−+L = ∂θ
−+
L +
1
2
(
∂X 0θ++R − ∂θ++R X 0 − ∂X0 θ−−R + ∂θ−−R X0
)
+ · · · , (32)
and the right-handed currents and barred ones can be obtained similarly. Thus, the
first few terms relevant for us in the action (29) are:
S =
∫
d2z
(
∂X 0∂¯X 0 − ∂X0 ∂¯X0 − ∂θ++L ∂¯θ−−R − ∂θ−−L ∂¯θ++R
+ ∂θ+−L ∂¯θ
−+
R + ∂θ
−+
L ∂¯θ
+−
R + · · ·
)
(33)
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The OPE’s corresponding to the action (33) are:
X 0(y)X 0(z) ∼ − ln |y − z|, X0 (y)X0 (z) ∼ + ln |y − z|,
θ++L (y)θ
−−
R (z) ∼ ln |y − z|, θ−−L (y)θ++R (z) ∼ ln |y − z|,
θ+−L (y)θ
−+
R (z) ∼ − ln |y − z|, θ−+L (y)θ+−R (z) ∼ − ln |y − z| . (34)
Notice that the auxiliary fields have been integrated out in the action in (33). There
are new OPE’s among the fermionic coordinates in the AdS2 × S2 background, as
in the AdS3 × S3 case [58].
4 Black Hole and Topological String Partition Func-
tions
In this section, we give details of the black hole and topological string partition
functions to be used in the next section. We start with the topological string am-
plitudes of N = 2 and N = 4 topological strings. The partition function of N = 2
topological strings leads to the right hand side of relation in eqn. (1) and that of
N = 4 topological strings will lead to a method of calculating the partition function
of the physical type IIA superstrings, appearing in eqn. (3). In the final subsection,
we present the black hole partition function.
4.1 N = 2 Topological String Partition Function
To define the N = 2 topological strings, we use the generators of two copies of the
c = 9,N = 2 algebra of the Calabi-Yau, given in eqn. (25): TLCY, G−LCY, G+LCY, JLCY and
TRCY, G
−R
CY , G
+R
CY , J
R
CY, where all the fermionic generators G
L,R±
CY have spin
3
2
. Now, we
perform a twist which shifts the U(1) charges of the fields, leading to a topological
theory. An A-twist corresponds to the choice of shifts, TLnew,CY = T
L
CY − 12 ∂¯JLCY and
TRnew,CY = T
R
CY +
1
2
∂JRCY. This results in the shift of spins h
L, hR of the generators
of left and right-moving algebras as, hLnew = h
L − 1
2
qL and hRnew = h
R + 1
2
qR, where
qL, qR are the U(1) charges, respectively. Note that Tnew,CY(y) Tnew,CY(z) OPE’s
have no central charge in the twisted N = 2 system, and all bosonic and fermionic
worldsheet fields have integer spin. However, G+CY(y)G
−
CY(z) OPE’s have a central
charge given as cˆ = 3 [2]. As a result of this twisting, G−LCY, G
+R
CY acquire spin 2 and
G+LCY, G
−R
CY acquire spin 1. The N = 2 topological string amplitude is then given
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as [2],
Fg =
∫
Mg
〈|
3g−3∏
i=1
G−CY(µi)|2〉 , (35)
where, < |G−CY(µ)|2 > corresponds to < G−LCY(µ)G+RCY(µ) >. The spin 2 generators
G−LCY and G
+R
CY appear in the amplitude, and behave similar to the b-ghost in the
bosonic string. The spin 1 generators can be used to form a fermionic nilpotent
operator, to study the cohomology of the theory. The formula (35) should also be
understood as coming from coupling the N = 2 theory to topological gravity. One
can define the full topological string free energy to be
Ftop =
∞∑
g=0
g2g−2top Fg, (36)
where gtop is the coupling constant weighing the contributions at different genera.
Finally, the topological string partition function is defined as
Ztop = expFtop. (37)
One can repeat the above discussion for an A¯-twist, corresponding to the choice of
shifts, TLnew = T
L+ 1
2
∂¯JL and TRnew = T
R− 1
2
∂JR, leading up to the anti-topological
string partition function Z¯top. |Ztop|2 in eqn. (1) then stands for the product of the
N = 2 topological and its conjugate, the anti-topological string partition functions,
Ztop and Z¯top, respectively.
4.2 N = 4 Topological Strings
The N = 2 topological strings discussed in the previous subsection, were modeled
after the N = 0 bosonic strings. In a similar vein, N = 4 topological strings
consisting of a twisted small N = 4 algebra, are modeled after N = 2 strings. The
twisted N = 4 generators are,
{ T,G+, G˜+, G−, G˜−, J++, J, J−− } (38)
and correspond to an algebra with central charge cˆ = 2 [44]. The OPE’s of the
algebra are given in [44] and one sees that there are two doublets (G+, G˜−) and
(G˜+, G−). There is also an SU(2)f flavor which rotates these doublets and leaves
the N = 4 unchanged. Explicitly, the flavor rotation is:
̂˜G+(u) = u1G˜+ + u2G+, Ĝ−(u) = u1G− − u2G˜−
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̂˜G−(u) = u∗2G˜− − u∗1G−, Ĝ+(u) = u∗2G+ + u∗1G˜+ , (39)
where, |u1|2+ |u2|2 = 1 and the complex conjugate of ua is ǫabu∗b [80]. The generators
G˜±, appearing in eqn. (39), are defined as:
G˜− ≡
[∮
J−−, G+
]
, G˜+ ≡
[∮
J++, G−
]
, (40)
where,
J++ ≡ exp
(∫ z
J
)
, J−− ≡ exp
(
−
∫ z
J
)
. (41)
The flavor rotated N = 4 topological string amplitude is given by [44]:
Z =
2g−2∑
n=−2g+2
(4g − 4)!
(2g − 2 + n)!(2g − 2− n)!F
n
g u
2g−2+n
1 u
2g−2−n
2
=
∫
Mg
〈|Ĝ−(µ1)...Ĝ−(µ3h−3)|2
[ ∫ ̂˜G+ ̂˜G+]g−1 ∫ JJ¯〉 (42)
where µ′s denote the Beltrami differentials and the
∫
J type of insertions are needed
to ensure that the path integral does not vanish trivially. Also, the
∫ ̂˜G+ insertions
in the path integral allow the use of N = 2 topological strings in the calculation of
amplitudes.
Now, one constructs unintegrated and integrated vertex operators and calculates
scattering amplitudes for any critical N = 2 strings. A case relevant for the present
situation is the scattering of 2g − 2 chiral graviphotons and two gravitons in flat
four dimensional space-time. This calculation was performed in [44] and contributes
terms of the kind in eqn. (2) for the low energy effective action of type II strings [3, 2].
In [35] (see also [81, 82, 83]), a physical gauge formalism was used to study in a
general situation, what kind of terms in the low energy effective action of superstrings
can be generated by world sheet instantons which wrap holomorphic curves C in
the Calabi-Yau. The A-model computation consists of counting the bosonic and
fermionic zero modes contributing to the instanton partition function. In this case,
the instanton that contributes is isolated and of genus g ≥ 1. One also needs to
bring down appropriate number of insertions of interaction terms involving Weyl
supermultiplets from the world volume of the instanton. The final result is [35]:
δS =
∫
d4xd4θ(W 2)
g
exp
(
−A(C)
2πα′
+ i
∫
C
B
)
.
where the sum over holomorphic curves C, accompanied by the exponential factor
denoting the area of the world sheet, defines the A-model amplitude Fg at genus g,
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given in eqn. (35). This is equivalent to the computation in [44], since in flat space-
time, one needs graviton-graviphoton insertions in the path integral to generate low
energy F-terms.
4.3 ZBH
ZBH stands for the partition function of extremal black holes in four dimensions,
which are solutions of N = 2 supergravity coupled to nV vector multiplets with
magnetic and electric charges pΛ, qΛ. The asymptotic values of the moduli fields X
Λ,
Λ = 0, 1, · · · , nV of the vector multiplets are arbitrary in the black hole solution.
Near the horizon of the black hole, the values of the moduli fields are constant and
fixed by the attractor equations [4]:
pΛ = Re[CXΛ], qΛ = Re[CFΛ] (43)
where, FΛ =
∂F
∂XΛ
and C is a complex constant. In the presence of higher derivative
F-terms in the action, encoded in the prepotential:
F (XΛ,W 2) =
∞∑
g=0
Fg(X
Λ)W 2g , (44)
where Fg are computed by eqn. (35) andW
2 contains the square of the anti-self-dual
graviphoton field strength, the attractor equations are modified due to [7, 8, 9]:
C2W 2 = 256 , (45)
in the gauge K = 0, C = 2Q. Here, K denotes the Ka¨hler potential and Q is a
complex combination of electric and magnetic graviphoton charges. Thus, the black
hole partition function takes the form [1]:
lnZBH = −4πQ2
[∑
g
Fg
(
pΛ + iφ
Λ
pi
2Q
)(
8
Q
)2g]
. (46)
where, one uses XΛ =
pΛ+iφ
Λ
pi
2Q
. Here, φΛ are continuous electric potentials, which
are conjugate to integer electric charges qΛ. As argued in [33, 34], the partition
function in eqn. (46) is related to ZIIA as in eqn. (3). The computation of ZIIA
involves taking in to account the contributions of world-sheet instantons which wrap
non-trivial curves in the Calabi-Yau three-fold [34, 33, 35].
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5 Type IIA Partition Function on AdS2×S2×CY3
In this section, we calculate the partition function of type IIA superstrings on
AdS2 × S2 × CY3 and show its connection to the N = 2 topological string par-
tition function. There are at least two methods to compute the partition function of
type IIA superstrings on AdS2× S2×CY3. In the first method, using the fact that
c = 6 is the critical central charge for an N = 2 matter system given in eqn. (23),
one introduces a set of c = −6, N = 2 ghosts, constructs an N = 2 BRST operator
and calculates the partition function using standard N = 2 techniques [85]. The
second method, is to twist the original c = 6, N = 2 algebra of eqn. (23), embed
it in a small N = 4 algebra and compute the partition function using the N = 4
topological techniques. This is the N = 4 topological method we follow and is based
on the N = 4 topological strings discussed in section-4.2. The N = 4 topological
method can be used to calculate the partition function of any N = 2 system which
has a critical central charge of c = 6 [44].
5.1 Embedding AdS2×S2×CY3 in N = 4 Topological Strings
As mentioned above, to use the N = 4 topological method in the present case, one
has to embedd the AdS2 × S2 × CY3 generators in the twisted N = 4 algebra.
We start by explicitly denoting the c = 6, N = 2 algebra generators given in eqn.
(23) as: TL, G−L, G+L, JL and TR, G−R, G+R, JR, where all the fermionic generators
GL,R± have spin 3
2
. Now, there are two possible embeddings of the AdS2×S2×CY3
algebra in the N = 4 topological algebra. In one case, we end up with an A-model
in the Calabi-Yau discussed in section-4.1, and in the other case, the conjugate
A¯-model. We now discuss the A-model embedding. This can be achieved by the
shifts, TLnew = T
L − 1
2
∂JL and TRnew = T
R − 1
2
∂JR. This results in the shift of spins
hL, hR of the generators of left and right-moving algebras as, hLnew = h
L − 1
2
qL and
hRnew = h
R − 1
2
qR, where qL, qR are the U(1) charges, respectively. As a result, the
generators which acquire spin 1 and spin 2 in the full AdS2 × S2 × CY3 geometry
are, G+L, G+R and G−L, G−R, respectively. Using eqns. (8), (10) and (23), this
translates to G+LCY , G
−R
CY acquiring spin 1 and G
−L
CY , G
+R
CY acquiring spin 2 in the
Calabi-Yau theory. This matches exactly with the A-twist discussed in section-4.1.
Thus, we have an A-model topological string in the Calabi-Yau geometry. On the
other hand, in the AdS2 × S2 geometry, it is G+Ld=4, G+Rd=4 that acquire spin 1 and
G−Ld=4, G
−R
d=4 acquire spin 2. We will have more to stay on this when we discuss the
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construction of BRST operator in section-5.3. To summarize, the twisting of the
algebra in the AdS2 × S2 is opposite to that in the Calabi-Yau.
Now again the Tnew(y)Tnew(z) OPE’s have no central charge in the twisted N = 2
system, and all bosonic and fermionic world sheet fields have integer spin. However,
G+(y)G−(z) OPE’s have a central charge given as cˆ = 2. Since, cˆ = 2 is the
critical central charge of an N = 4 topological algebra discussed in section-4.2, one
can enlarge this twisted N = 2 algebra, with two additional currents of charge ±2
denoted by J++ and J−−, which together with J satisfy an SU(2)c algebra, where
the subscript c stands for color. Under this SU(2)c, G
− and G+ generate two new
supercurrents G˜+ and G˜−. Using the definitions in eqn. (23) and the formulas in
eqn. (40), we can explicitly write:
G˜− = e−2ρ−JCY (d¯)2 + e−ρG˜−−CY ,
G˜+ = e2ρ+JCY (d)2 + eρG˜++CY , (47)
where, G˜−−CY and G˜
++
CY are residues of the pole in the OPE of e
JCY with G−CY and
e−JCY with G+CY , respectively. Their explicit form will not be needed here, but can
be constructed using the methods in [68]. The full set of generators for this N = 4
system is already given in eqn. (38).
5.2 ZIIA
In the last subsection, we showed how the hybrid formalism in AdS2 × S2 × CY3
is a critical N = 2 string theory and can be embedded in the N = 4 topological
algebra. This embedding in particular implies that, the partition function of IIA
superstrings on AdS2 × S2 × CY3 can be calculated using eqn. (42).
One of the consequences of topological twisting is the existence of a nilpotent genera-
tor Q. In terms of the twisting procedure discussed in last subsection, this generator
can be constructed from G+L and G+R. The explicit form of this generator will not
be needed here. However, the AdS2 × S2 part of this generator is important for
localization arguments and will be discussed in section-5.3. Due to the twisting, the
type IIA path integral ZIIA, reduces to a sum of local contributions from the fixed
points of the nilpotent generator Q [86]. In the Calabi-Yau geometry, these contri-
butions come from configurations which are world sheet instantons in the A-model,
and anti-instantons in the conjugate A¯-model. It is well known that the world-
sheet instantons wrap non trivial curves in the Calabi-Yau and lead to holomorphic
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maps [87], given as:
∂¯Y i = 0. (48)
The anti-instantons come from anti-holomorphic maps in the Calabi-Yau. In AdS2×
S2 geometry, such world sheet instanton configurations break translational symme-
tries and associated supersymmetries. After a euclidean rotation in the world sheet
action in eqn. (17), the instantonic configuration can be obtained by setting the
world sheet variables Xm, θα, θα˙ and their right-moving counter parts to zero4. The
only non-trivial terms remaining in the AdS2 × S2 action (17) are:∫ (
dαLdβRW
αLβR + d¯α˙L d¯β˙RW
α˙Lβ˙R
)
. (49)
To summarize, ZIIA reduces to a sum of two contributions, coming from world sheet
instantons and anti-instantons5, which wrap holomorphic and anti-holomorphic curves
in the Calabi-Yau, respectively and have legs in AdS2×S2. The action in eqn. (49)
will be useful in the evaluation of these contributions to the partition function.
We now discuss the instanton contribution to ZIIA and denote it as Z
I
IIA. Towards
the end, we briefly discuss the anti-instanton contribution to the type IIA partition
function, denoted as ZAIIIA. This corresponds to an opposite twist to the one in
section-5.1. The final answer for ZIIA will be obtained by joining Z
I
IIA and Z
AI
IIA.
Worldsheet Instantons
With the choice of twisting in section-5.1, eqn. (50) below corresponds to the in-
stanton contribution to the type IIA partition function, ZIIIA. One way to see this is
that in the Calabi-Yau, we have an A-model topological string. The spin 2 genera-
tors G−, G˜− are like the b-ghost of the bosonic strings and appear in the partition
function in eqn. (50), integrated against the 3g − 3 Beltrami differentials. Thus
using eqn. (42), the instanton contribution to the partition function of type IIA
superstrings on AdS2 × S2 × CY3 is:
ZIIIA = |
∫
du
2g−2∑
nI=2−2g
(u∗2)
2g−2+nI (u∗1)
2g−2−nI |2
4For the four dimensional part, we sometimes use the flat-space notation of section-2.1, as the
left-invariant currents of AdS2 × S2 can always be written in terms of them, using the expansions
in eqns. (31) and (32).
5Let us note that, to reproduce the F-terms in eqn. (2), one has to insert 2g−2 chiral graviphoton
and two graviton vertex operators in the amplitude in flat space. In AdS2 × S2, the relevant
insertions are provided by the action of the world-sheet instantons in eqn. (49).
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3g−3∏
j=1
∫
d2mj
g∏
i=1
∫
d2vi < |
g−1∏
i=1
̂˜G+(vi)J(vg)(∫ µjĜ−)|2 > (50)
where, the ̂˜G+ and Ĝ− are defined in eqn. (39). Just as in flat space [44], the
integration over u can be done using,∫
du(u2g−2+m1 u
2g−2−n
2 )(u
∗
2)
2g−2+n(u∗1)
2g−2−n = δmn(2g − 2 +m)!(2g − 2− n)! . (51)
To calculate ZIIIA in hybrid formalism, the world sheet fields which we need to
integrate over in the path integral are, (a) AdS2 × S2 fields: Xm, (θα, dα), (θ¯α˙, d¯α˙)
and their right-moving counter parts, for m = 0, · · · , 3 and α, α˙ = 1, 2, (b) Calabi-
Yau variables and, (c) the chiral boson ρ and its right-moving counter part.
Let us start by choosing nI = g − 1 in eqn. (50), which was argued in [44], to be
the piece relevant for computing the low energy F-terms in eqn. (2). Next, it is
needed to write the partition function (50), transforming variables from the hatted
generators, ̂˜G+ and Ĝ−, using the definitions in eqn. (39). This can be done as
follows. There are 3g−3 Ĝ−’s and g−1 ̂˜G+’s in the partition function (50). Thus,
using (39), Ĝ−’s can contribute 3g − 3 − l G−’s and +l G˜−’s, where as, ̂˜G+’s
can contribute g − 1 − l G+’s and +l G˜+’s, in the partition function. These
contributions are further subject to the constraints coming from the background
charges of the U(1) current J . For the partition function to not vanish trivially,
one has to ensure that G± and G˜± contributions contain 1 − g units of ρ charge
and 3g − 3 units of JCY charge [44]. This is only possible if, each G− contributes
G−CY , each G˜
− contributes e−2ρ−
∫
JCY (d¯)2, each G+ contributes (d¯)2e−ρ, and each G˜+
contributes G˜++CY e
ρ. Making these choices, we have6:
ZIIIA =
3g−3∏
j=1
∫
d2mj det(Imτ)| detωk(vi)|2〈∣∣∣∣∣
g−1∏
i=l+1
e−ρ(d¯)2(vi)J(vg)
l∏
j=1
( e−ρ(d¯)2
∫
µjG
−
CY )
3g−3∏
k=l+1
(
∫
µkG
−
CY )(.1)
∣∣∣∣∣
2〉
.(52)
Here, τ is the period matrix and ωk are g holomorphic one forms on Σg. We have
also inserted 1 =
∫
(G+, θ¯2eρ) in eqn. (52). This makes the functional integral
6We omit the details of the regularization over the negative energy of the chiral boson, which
is same as in flat space and discussed in detail in [44]. The regularization fixes the the poles of
eρG˜++
CY
coming from G˜+ to be sewn in with those of e−2ρ−
∫
JCY(d¯)2 coming from G˜−, giving the
term
∏l
j=1( e
−ρ(d¯)2
∫
µjG
−
CY
) in eqn. (52). It also contributes a factor of det(Imτ)| detωk(vi)|2,
from the Jacobian of change of variables, allowing the vi’s to be any g points on Σg.
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well defined and can be used to remove the factor of J(vg), as follows. Using the
definitions in eqn. (23), notice that G+ has OPE’s only with J(vg) in eqn. (52).
Thus, one can pull the
∫
G+ counter off the term θ¯2eρ, till it hits J(vg), giving:
ZIIIA =
3g−3∏
j=1
∫
d2mj det(Imτ)| detωk(vi)|2〈∣∣∣∣∣
g∏
i=l+1
e−ρ(d¯)2(vi)
l∏
j=1
( e−ρ(d¯)2
∫
µjG
−
CY )
3g−3∏
k=l+1
(
∫
µkG
−
CY) (θ¯
2eρ)
∣∣∣∣∣
2〉
.(53)
In eqn. (53), apart from functional integral over various world sheet coordinates,
one also has to perform integrations over the zero modes of these variables. The
counting of zero modes is as follows. There are four bosonic zero modes of Xm and
eight fermionic zero modes corresponding to θ, θ¯’s. Further, on a genus g Riemann
surface, each variable d contributes g-zero modes, giving in total, 8g-zero modes.
These zero modes are saturated as follows. In eqn. (53), four zero modes of θ¯’s are
explicitly present together with 4g-zero of d¯’s. Another 4g-zero modes of d’s can
also be pulled out from 2g powers of the first term in the instanton action in eqn.
(49) as: ∫ (
dαLdβRδ
αLβR N gs
)2g
. (54)
where, in an extremal black hole background, the expectation value of the gravipho-
ton field strength is W αLβR = δαLβR N gs . These exactly saturate the required zero
modes of d’s, in the partition function in eqn. (53). Thus we have:
ZIIIA =
3g−3∏
j=1
∫
d2mj det(Imτ)| detωk(vi)|2
×
〈∣∣∣∣∣
g∏
i=l+1
e−ρ(d¯)2(vi)
l∏
j=1
( e−ρ(d¯)2
∫
µjG
−
CY )
3g−3∏
k=l+1
(
∫
µkG
−
CY) (θ¯
2eρ)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
× (gtop)2g (
2g∏
r=1
∫
d2zrd
2)
〉
, (55)
=
3g−3∏
j=1
∫
d2mj det(Imτ)| detωk(vi)|2
×
〈∣∣∣∣∣
g∏
i=l+1
e−ρ(d¯)2(vi)
l∏
j=1
( e−ρ(d¯)2) (θ¯2eρ)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
(gtop)
2g (
2g∏
r=1
∫
d2zrd
2)
〉
×
〈∣∣∣∣∣(
3g−3∏
j=1
∫
µjG
−
CY )
∣∣∣∣∣
2〉
. (56)
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where gtop = N gs, and in the last line of eqn. (56) the Calabi-Yau part is separated.
In eqn. (56), the integrations over various worlds-sheet coordinates can now be
done exactly as in flat space time [44]. The functional integrals over the ρ and
(d¯1, θ¯
1) fields contribute |Z1|−2[det(Imτ)]−1, (p¯2, θ¯2) fields contributes |Z1detωj(vk)|2,
(dα, θ
α) contribute |Z1|4(det[Imτ ])2 and xm’s give a factor of
|Z1|−4(det[Imτ ])−2, where, (Z1)− 12 is the partition function for a chiral boson [84].
Thus, we have:
ZIIIA = g
2g
top
∫
d4Xd2θLd
2θR
3g−3∏
j=1
∫
d2mj
〈∣∣∣∣∣(
3g−3∏
j=1
∫
µjG
−
CY )
∣∣∣∣∣
2〉
, (57)
where, explicitly, the A-model topological string amplitude as given in eqn. (35) is:
Fg =
3g−3∏
j=1
∫
d2mj
〈
3g−3∏
j=1
(
∫
µLj G
−L
CY)(
∫
µRj G
+R
CY)
〉
. (58)
Let us emphasize that, out of the eight fermionic zero modes required for a non zero
result, the |θ¯|2 term in eqn. (56), has been used to absorb the (θ¯Lα˙, θ¯Rα˙) integrals.
One is left with the integrations over four bosonic and fermionic variables in (57)
as there is no action for these variables. In the following subsection, localization
arguments are used to do the integrations over these variables.
Anti-instantons
A similar analysis as above can be repeated for the contribution of anti-instantons,
which results in an A¯-topological model in the Calabi-Yau. In this case, the anti-
instanton contribution to the IIA partition function with A¯-twist is:
ZAIIIA = |
∫
du
2g−2∑
nI=2−2g
(u∗2)
2g−2+nI (u∗1)
2g−2−nI |2
3g−3∏
j=1
∫
d2mj
g∏
i=1
∫
d2vi < |
g−1∏
i=1
̂˜G−(vi)J(vg)(∫ µjĜ+)|2 > (59)
where, the ̂˜G− and Ĝ+ are defined in eqn. (39) In this case, to do the integration
over the (θLα, θRα) zero modes, 1 =
∫
(G−, θ2e−ρ) is inserted in the path integral
and the counter pulling argument over J(vg) is repeated. The absorption of 4g-zero
modes of d¯’s requires pulling 2g powers of the second term in the instanton action
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in eqn. (49). Finally, one is left with the integration over four Xm and (θ¯Lα˙, θ¯Rα˙)
zero modes as:
Z¯AIIIA = g
2g
top
∫
d4Xd2θ¯Ld
2θ¯R
3g−3∏
j=1
∫
d2mj
〈∣∣∣∣∣(
3g−3∏
j=1
∫
µjG
+
CY )
∣∣∣∣∣
2〉
, (60)
where the A¯-model topological string amplitude is:
F¯g =
3g−3∏
j=1
∫
d2mj
〈
3g−3∏
j=1
(
∫
µLj G
+L
CY)(
∫
µRj G
−R
CY)
〉
. (61)
For this case, the opposite twisting leads to G+LCY and G
−R
CY acquiring spin 2. A
nilpotent operator in this case in the Calabi-Yau is:
Q¯CY = G
−L
CY +G
+R
CY . (62)
The full partition function of type IIA superstrings on AdS2×S2×CY3 is obtained
from eqns. (57) and (60).
5.3 BRST Localization
In this section, our aim is perform the integration over Xm, (θLα, θRα) and (θ¯Lα˙, θ¯Rα˙),
appearing in eqns. (57) and (60). In the present situation, the world sheet instanton
in AdS2 × S2 contributes four bosonic zero modes coming from the breaking of
translation isometries and their supersymmetric partners. From the PSU(1, 1|2)
sigma model point of view, the left-multiplication symmetry corresponding to the
generators Tm and Tα,α˙ is broken by the instanton expectation value. Since, there is
no action forXm in eqns. (57) and (60), the integration gives rise to an infinite space-
time volume of AdS2. Also, since there is no action for (θLα, θRα) and (θ¯Lα˙, θ¯Rα˙),
the result is zero. Below, we use a localization procedure similar to [33] to solve this
problem.
Let us note that, in the Green-Schwarz treatment [33], due to the presence of κ-
symmetry, a world-sheet instanton preserves four out of eight space-time supersym-
metries. In particular, instantons and anti-instantons at the opposite poles of S2
preserve same amount of supersymmetry, but a different set, namely chiral and anti-
chiral, respectively. This reflects in our analysis in eqns. (57) and (60). In eqn. (57),
one is left with integration over chiral set of variables (θLα, θRα) of the instantons
and in eqn. (60), over the anti-chiral variables corresponding to anti-instantons. In
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the hybrid description of the superstring such (anti)instantons break all space-time
supersymmetries, since one cannot perform a compensating κ-transformation to be
in the gauge. Instead, one has superconformal invariance, which can be used to
write down a operator which renders the partition function finite. The advantage of
the hybrid description is that a unified BRST treatment can be given for AdS2×S2
and the Calabi-Yau parts, using the nilpotent operator Q discussed at the beginning
of section-5 . Since, the AdS2×S2 and the Calabi-Yau CFT’s decouple, Q contains
four and six dimensional parts. Below, we explicitly give the AdS2 × S2 part of
this operator denoted as Qd=4 for localizing world-sheet instantons and Q¯d=4 for
anti-instantons. These operators turn out to be BRST operators of the AdS2 × S2
sigma model.
In the present case, the essence of the localization procedure is to use these BRST
operators to make a semi-classical expansion of the path integral around the saddle
points. This is possible, because the PSU(1, 1|2) sigma model action can be shown to
be exact under these BRST operators, constructed from the left-invariant currents.
Thus, if the action SAdS2×S2 is Q¯d=4-closed and Q¯
2
d=4 = 0, then one can deform the
action by adding another BRST exact term as:
SAdS2×S2 = SAdS2×S2 + t I¯ (63)
where I¯ = Q¯d=4V¯ is an arbitrary parameter for some choice of V¯ . Adding such a
term does not change the cohomology and the parameter t can be varied freely [88,
89]. In particular, as t → ∞, the theory localizes to the critical points of Q¯d=4V¯ .
Thus, one can integrate over these critical points to render the path integral in
eqn. (60) finite, by localizing the genus g anti-instantons at the (north) of S2. The
analysis can be repeated using Qd=4 for integration over variables in eqn. (60).
We now write Q¯d=4 and then show that the sigma model action is Q¯d=4-closed. For
this purpose, it is useful to use the U(1)×U(1) form of the AdS2×S2 action derived
in section-3.2 and write7:
Q¯d=4 = G
−L
d=4 +G
−R
d=4. (64)
In terms of left-invariant currents, we have
G−Ld=4 =
∫
eρL J¯++L J¯
−−
L ,
7The choice of this operator coincides with the fact that the instanton and the anti-instanton
require integration over fermionic variables with different set of indices, namely, undotted and
dotted. This is also related to the fact that in euclidean AdS2 × S2, the Symplectic Majorana
condition on fermions, does not take dotted in to undotted indices. For instance, (θαi )
† = ǫαβǫijθ
j
β
and (θα˙i )
† = ǫα˙β˙ǫijθ
j
β˙
, where α, α˙, β, β˙ = 1, 2 and i, j = L,R (see [33] for related discussion).
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G−Rd=4 =
∫
eρR J++R J
−−
R . (65)
The operator Q¯d=4 in eqn. (64) is nilpotent, i.e., Q¯
2
d=4 = 0 as it is constructed from
a sum of G−Ld=4 and G
−R
d=4, which have regular OPE’s of the N = 2 algebra. Also,
using the equations of motion in (30), one can check that G−Ld=4 is anti-holomorphic
and G−Rd=4 is holomorphic. The BRST operator is constructed from covariantly holo-
morphic and anti-holomorphic H-invariant combination of currents [42]. The action
of Q¯d=4 on the group element g is to transform it by a right multiplication as:
ΛQ¯d=4(g) = g
(
Λ (eρ J¯3) + Λ (e
ρ J1)
)
, (66)
where Λ is a constant anti-commuting parameter. The left-invariant currents trans-
form under (66) as
Q¯d=4(Jj) = δj+1,0 ∂(Λ e
ρ J¯3) + [Jj+1,Λ e
ρ J¯3]
+ δj+3,0 ∂(Λ e
ρ J1) + [Jj+3,Λ e
ρ J1] ,
Q¯d=4(J¯j) = δj+1,0 ∂¯(Λ e
ρ J¯3) + [J¯j+1,Λ e
ρ J¯3]
+ δj+3,0 ∂¯(Λ e
ρ J1) + [J¯j+3,Λ e
ρ J1], (67)
where j is defined modulo 4, i.e. Jj ≡ Jj+4. Now, one can show that the PSU(1, 1|2)
sigma model action in (29) is closed under the BRST operator (64). To check this,
we follow the procedure used in [56], and start by rewriting the sigma model action
in eqn. (29) as:
SAdS2×S2 =
∫
d2z
[
1
2
(
J 0J¯ 0 − J0 J¯0 + J 0J¯ 0 − J0 J¯0 )+ 1
2
(−J−−L J¯++R
− J¯−−L J++R − J++L J¯−−R − J¯++L J−−R
)
+
1
2
(
J+−L J¯
−+
R + J¯
+−
L J
−+
R + J
−+
L J¯
+−
R
+ J¯−+L J
+−
R
)
+
1
4
(
J−−L J¯
++
R − J¯−−L J++R + J++L J¯−−R − J¯++L J−−R
)
+
1
4
(−J+−L J¯−+R + J¯+−L J−+R − J−+L J¯+−R + J¯−+L J+−R )] (68)
Now, under the BRST operator (64), the variations of the terms in first and the
third brackets in (68) can be shown to cancel each other. The variation of the terms
in second bracket is,
< −1
2
[∇(ΛeρL J¯−−L )J¯++R + J−−L ∇¯(ΛeρRJ++R ) + ∇¯(ΛeρL J¯−−L )J++R
+J¯−−L ∇(ΛeρRJ++R ) +∇(ΛeρL J¯++L )J¯−−R + J++L ∇¯(ΛeρRJ−−R )
+∇¯(ΛeρL J¯++L )J−−R + J¯++L ∇(ΛeρRJ−−R )
]
> , (69)
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and the variations of the terms in the fourth and fifth brackets are respectively:
<
1
4
[∇(ΛeρLJ¯−−L )J¯++R + J−−L ∇¯(ΛeρRJ++R )− ∇¯(ΛeρLJ¯−−L )J++R
−J¯−−L ∇(ΛeρRJ++R ) +∇(ΛeρLJ¯++L )J¯−−R + J++L ∇¯(ΛeρRJ−−R )
−∇¯(ΛeρLJ¯++L )J−−R − J¯++L ∇(ΛeρRJ−−R )
]
> , (70)
and,
<
1
4
[−(J 0ΛeρRJ−−R − J0 ΛeρRJ++R )J¯−+R − J+−L (J¯0 ΛeρLJ¯−−L − J¯ 0ΛeρLJ¯++L )
−(−J0 ΛeρRJ−−R + J 0ΛeρRJ++R )J¯+−R − J−+L (J¯0 ΛeρL J¯++L − J¯ 0ΛeρL J¯−−L )
+(J¯ 0ΛeρRJ−−R − J¯0 ΛeρRJ++R )J−+R + J¯+−L (J0 ΛeρLJ¯−−L − J 0ΛeρL J¯++L )
+(−J¯0 ΛeρRJ−−R + J¯ 0ΛeρRJ++R )J+−R
+J¯−+L (J
0 ΛeρLJ¯++L − J 0ΛeρL J¯−−L )
]
> . (71)
Now, one makes use of the Maurer-Cartan equations coming from ∂J¯− ∂¯J+[J, J¯ ] =
0. For instance, we have:
∇J¯−−L − ∇¯J−−L + [J 0, J¯+−R ] + [J+−R , J¯ 0] + [J0 , J¯−+R ] + [J−+R , J¯0 ] = 0 . (72)
Using these relations in (71), one can show that the equations (70) and (71) are
exactly equal. Thus, adding eqns. (69) + (70) + (71) and doing some partial
integrations, we get the full variation of (68) to be:
< −(ΛeρL J¯−−L ) ∇¯J++R +∇J¯−−L (ΛeρRJ++R )+(ΛeρL J¯++L ) ∇¯J−−R +∇J¯++L (ΛeρRJ−−R ) > .
(73)
This is identically zero, using the equations of motion in (30). Thus we have shown
that the AdS2 × S2 sigma model action in (29), is closed under the BRST operator
(64).
Now, to do the Xm and (θ¯Lα˙, θ¯Rα˙) integrations in (60), a BRST exact operator
is constructed as follows. We require an operator I, such that Q¯d=4 I¯ = 0 and
I¯ = Q¯d=4 V¯ , which facilitates a simple Gaussian integration over the variables.
Below, it is shown that the general form of such an operator is given by:
V¯ = (a(Xm)
2 + bǫα˙β˙ θ¯
α˙
Lθ¯
β˙
R)(e
−ρLθ2R + e
−ρRθ2L) (74)
where m = 0, 1, 2, 3, and the constants a and b, are fixed by the BRST procedure.
∫
eρL J¯++L J¯
−−
L (e
−ρLθ2R) = 1 ,
∫
eρR J++R J
−−
R (e
−ρRθ2L) = 1 . (75)
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render the following choice of the operator,
V¯ = −1
2
[
(X 0X 0 −X0 X0 + θ+−L θ−+R − θ−+L θ+−R ) (e−ρLθ2R + e−ρRθ2L)
]
, (76)
a trivial deformation of the theory. To see this, one first notes that:
Q¯d=4V¯ = −1
2
[
Q¯(X 0X 0 −X0 X0 + θ+−L θ−+R − θ−+L θ+−R )
]
(e−ρLθ2R + e
−ρRθ2L)
− 1
2
(X 0X 0 −X0 X0 + θ+−L θ−+R − θ−+L θ+−R )
[
Q¯(e−ρLθ2R + e
−ρRθ2L)
]
,(77)
Now, it can be shown that,
Q¯d=4(X
0X 0 −X0 X0 + θ+−L θ−+R − θ−+L θ+−R ) = 0 . (78)
To check this explicitly, one can calculate how the left-invariant currents rotate
various coordinates appearing in (76). Thus, under J−−L and J
++
L , we have:
δθ−−L = ǫ
−−
L ,
δθ+−L = ǫ
−−
L X
0, δθ−+L = − ǫ−−L X0 ,
δX 0 = − ǫ−−L θ−+R , (79)
and,
δθ++L = ǫ
++
L ,
δθ+−L = − ǫ++L X0 , δθ−+L = ǫ++L X 0
δX 0 = − ǫ++L θ+−R , δX0 = ǫ++L θ−+R , (80)
and the transformations with respect to ǫ++R , ǫ
−−
R can be obtained similarly. So, the
first term in (77) drops out. Using the relations in (75), one gets:
I¯ = −(X 0X 0 −X0 X0 + θ+−L θ−+R − θ−+L θ+−R ) (81)
This is the required operator, as it also satisfies Q¯ I¯ = 0, as already shown above.
The BRST exact term for the case of instantons can be written down in a similar
manner. In this case, we need to do integrations over four Xm and (θLα, θRα) zero
modes in (57).
Qd=4 = G
+L
d=4 +G
+R
d=4. (82)
In terms of left-invariant currents, we have,
G+Ld=4 =
∫
e−ρL J¯+−L J¯
−+
L ,
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G+Rd=4 =
∫
e−ρR J+−R J
−+
R . (83)
The operator Qd=4 in eqn. (82) is also nilpotent, as it is constructed from a sum of
G+Ld=4 and G
+R
d=4, which have regular OPE’s of the N = 2 algebra. The action can
again be shown to be closed under Qd=4 as shown for the case of anti-instantons.
Thus, one now adds a term coming from,
I = − (X 0X 0 −X0 X0 + θ++L θ−−R − θ−−L θ++R ) , (84)
to the path integral in (57) as: ∫
d4Xd2θLd
2θRe
−tI , (85)
Note that I satisfies Qd=4 I = 0 and I = Qd=4V for a suitable V . To proceed, one
makes a euclidean rotation to write the bosonic part of I as X 0X 0+X0 X0 . The
euclidean AdS2 × S2 can be taken as in [33] to be,
ds2 =
4dwdw¯
(1− ww¯)2 +
4dzdz¯
(1 + zz¯)2
, (86)
and using the embedding,
X 0X 0 =
|ω|2
(1− |ω|2)2 , X
0 X0 =
|z|2
(1 + |z|2)2 , (87)
the integral in (85) is,∫
d2ωd2zdθ++L dθ
−−
L dθ
−−
R dθ
++
R e
−t
(
(|ω|2+|z|2((1+|ω|2|z|2)
(1−|ω|2)2(1+|z|2)2
−θ++
L
θ−−
R
+θ−−
L
θ++
R
)
(88)
Now, since Qd=4 I = 0, the expectation value of any Qd=4-invariant operator is zero,
as can be seen by differentiating with respect to t. Thus, the parameter t can be
varied freely. Consider, t → ∞ limit; the leading contributions to (88) come from
the center of AdS2 and the south pole of S
2, i.e., |ω| = 0, |z| = 0. Thus, the bosonic
integral becomes
∫
d2ωd2ze−t(|ω|
2+|z|2), giving the regularized value ∼ π2/t2. This
then also localizes the fermionic path integral to these locations as well, giving the
regularized value:
∼
∫
dθ++L dθ
−−
L dθ
−−
R dθ
++
R t
2(θ++L θ
−−
R θ
−−
L θ
++
R ) = t
2 (89)
Thus, the t dependent regularized pieces of the bosonic and fermionic integrations
cancel, resulting in a constant. This constant is determined from the supergravity
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matching of ZBH and Ztop as in [33] and comes out as g
−2
top. Using this in eqn. (57)
and summing over genus g, the final result is∑
g
g2g−2top Fg, (90)
which is the full topological string free energy Ftop, and Fg are given in eqn. (58).
Ztop corresponds to the A-model topological string partition function, obtained from
Ftop in eqn. (37).
For the case of anti-instanton, one uses u = 1/z and localizes the integration region
to |w| = 0, |u| = 0, i.e., the center of AdS2 and the north pole of S2. The final result
using eqn. (60), and summing over genus g comes out as:∑
g
g2g−2top F¯g (91)
which is the anti-topological string free energy F¯top and F¯g are given in eqn. (61).
Its exponentiation, gives the partition function Z¯top.
Therefore, the full type IIA partition function and hence, the black hole partition
function is obtained from Ftop in (90) and F¯top in (91), coming from instantons
and anti-instantons respectively, to be |Ztop|2 and one recovers the relation (1) as
ZBH = ZIIA = |Ztop|2. We note that space-time supersymmetry was not used
explicitly in the calculation of the type IIA partition function and the subsequent
emergence of topological string partition function. The localization procedure relied
completely on world-sheet superconformal invariance and the BRST method. It
is desirable to extend the computations of this work towards N = 4 and N = 8
superstring theories as well. Applications towards other extensions of the OSV
conjecture [90], are also important to explore.
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